COLLECTION HIGHLIGHTS

GALAXY
Made in England at the Scabal mill from Super 110’s pure wool this collection carries all the hallmarks of truly British designs combined with Scabal’s famous bloom finish which gives the fabric a special lustre helping to make each suit feel like a special edition. The colour palette is made up of classic suiting choices, blues and greys in many shades, but the use of different weaving techniques helps to create many interesting designs across the collection.

SIR STRIPE
As its name suggests this collection is all about stripes, Scabal have dedicated an entire collection to celebrate this traditional suiting hero. Made in England at the Scabal mill by our master weavers you can choose from a variety of qualities including a Super 130’s flannel or a clean-cut Super 110’s worsted cloth. With weights up to 280grams this is an ideal choice for the cooler months. Pinstripe, shadow, chalk you will find them all in the range. This is a very well-constructed cloth collection with a distinctly English feel.

PEGASUS
A new addition to the Scabal travel collections alongside Fit, Dynamic & Turbo Travel. Pegasus is a practical suiting collection designed for the colder months. Colours are the selection of blues and greys you would expect for suiting but the 290gm weight adds the robustness required for a suit that needs to withstand the challenges of winter. Comfort is also a key element with added stretch and the finest yarns woven to create a very soft finish.

HYBRID
Hybrid is a new concept for Scabal. Designed to help gentlemen create an effective capsule wardrobe in two simple steps. Every design has been created as a pair of fabrics, the first a fancy design and its partner sharing the same colour base but with a simpler finish.
Create a suit in each design and then mix the jackets and the trousers combining them with different shirts or knitwear pieces to create endless different outfits.

ETON
This new collection will reinforce the popularity of this signature Scabal suiting collection. Designs across this range are subtle and refined with soft and balanced colour combinations in the classic suiting palette of grey and blues. This is a large collection with a wide choice of designs including glenchecks, checks, shadow stripes and micro designs all created to give gentlemen the widest choice to create the perfect year-round suit.

STARDUST
As its name suggests this new collection has real star quality. A small collection comprises of simple check designs which resemble a boucle however the weave is much softer and sleeker. All the fabrics contain a small amount of stretch to help create a jacket that not only looks striking but has an element of comfort for the wearer. Colours are rich and there is an added lustre and sheen to the finish which adds some glamour to the range.

ROPPONGI HILLS
Named after one of the most exclusive areas in Tokyo, this refined winter jacket collection is made from combinations of cashmere and silk which is brushed to give a warm soft feel to the finish. Colours range from subtle greys through to bright reds designed to create jackets that will stand out in the colder months.

ESCAPE
This exclusive collection combines colour and fancy designs with a warming mix of wools and cashmere to help you create a jacket intended to stand out on cold grey days. Checks include glenchecks, overchecks and window pane in a rainbow of colours. Bases in camels, blues, browns and greys with stand out contrasts of royal blue, mustard, reds and greens. The result is a sophisticated collection that can be the base of contemporary or classic jackets depending on your personal taste.
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